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Workforce behaviour  
is changing.

Organisations today are being challenged to 
improve employee collaboration, productivity and 
engagement. Indeed the success of every organisation 
relies on employees who are fully engaged with the 
business. If remote workers find that collaborating 
via the phone and email is not sufficient, they may 
feel disconnected. Similarly, if staff are not centrally 
located or work outside the office they may find 
it difficult to build relationships and tap into the 
knowledge necessary to do their job, or locate the 
right experts to assist with customer enquiries.

It doesn’t have to be this way. Physical presence 
is no longer essential for forging relationships and 
delivering effective customer service. Providing a 
personal touch or sharing detailed knowledge can  
be achieved using innovative technology that enables 
collaboration from distant locations.

Increasing network capacity, device power and 
advanced capabilities such as the extension of 
desktop unified collaboration applications to  
mobile devices is heralding a new way of work  
– it is becoming more distributed, more mobile.  
It is bringing with it the flexibility of being accessible 
wherever work takes you. Just as people are using 
mobility extensively in their personal lives, so too  
are staff wanting it to stay connected in order to  
carry out their professional activities.
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Building a  
collaborative 
workforce.
Organisations are seeking to place a greater priority on flexible 
workplaces in return for productivity gains and cost reduction. They 
realise that business needs to follow people as they move, and that 
work environments need to be both physical and virtualised. Giving 
staff the ability to choose where and how they connect, collaborate 
and serve customers is becoming increasingly important.

Business mobilisation is however more than just deploying 
smartphones and tablets – it is about your staff being able to 
communicate, share information and access business applications 
just as easily from another continent as from the next cubicle in 
the office.

As they explore new and flexible working arrangements with 
their staff, organisations are implementing a range of technology 
solutions that bring workforce mobilisation to life. For example, in 
addition to providing collaboration tools for staff at fixed locations, 
organisations are also implementing workforce mobilisation options 
so that remote and mobile staff can also participate using a range 
of mobile devices.

Our expertise, advice and solution offerings can act as the 
catalyst for business mobilisation in your organisation. We can 
help you prepare for this change by transforming employee work 
options from a location-based to activity-based philosophy. 
Work can increasingly be all about what your people do, not 
where they go.

Optus offers a selection of adaptable and flexible technologies 
and services to help you achieve business mobilisation while 
maximising operational effectiveness. Choices allow you to 
create the right solution for your specific requirements and 
budget, enabling you to react rapidly to meet dynamic changes 
to your business, the market or your customers.

How we can help.
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efficient operations for 
mobile employees by 
providing a consistent 
communication interface.. .
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Figure 1: Optus Business Mobilisation Solutions
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Our business mobilisation solutions offer a fully managed 
business telephony and unified communications service 
together with 4G mobility*. We combine PBX equipment, fixed 
and mobile handsets, f ixed and mobile unified communications 
client software, service management, maintenance, fixed and 
mobile voice calls and mobile data plans – all with the simplicity 
and convenience of a solution from one supplier. With fixed 
business telephony, unified communications services and mobile 

access working together, your staff can experience seamless 
collaboration capabilities while at their desk, away from the 
office or on the move.

We can also help control and bring increased predictability to 
your fixed and mobile bills with per seat and per user monthly 
pricing. Our solutions also provide options to minimise upfront 
capital spend on PBX equipment by moving to a completely 
OPEX-based model that wraps your costs into your monthly bill.

What we can do for your business.

* In selected areas. See optus.com.au/4Gcoverage.
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SPOtLIGht ON UNIFIED COMMUNICAtIONS

Unified Communications solutions seamlessly integrate multiple forms of business communications into a single user friendly 
interface, enabling real-time access to:
> voice
> video
> voicemail
> IP conferencing and collaboration applications

Unified communications client applications allow employees to access enterprise telephony and unified communications features and 
functions from mobile handset and tablet devices. This promotes more efficient operations for mobile employees by providing a consistent 
communication interface across different locations or when using different devices.

> presence information/state
> instant messaging
> desktop sharing

BENEFItS OF wORkFORCE MOBILISAtION.

Productivity enhancement
Increasing device power and network capacity has enabled 
improved real time access to application and files, enabling  
staff the ability to share resources, collaborate and meet from 
remote locations.

Attract and retain top talent
With flexible working options and less geographical boundaries, 
people looking for inspiring and challenging work opportunities 
can contribute their skills while remaining close to home and 
their communities.

Improve customer service
Consumers use mobility extensively in their personal lives and 
are increasingly demanding it in their professional lives as well. 
With unified communications and mobility solutions staff can 
be closer to their key customers – response times are improved, 
missed calls are minimised with simultaneous ring on multiple 
devices and experts can be located using presence information.

Offer new work/life balance options
Workforce mobilisation offers the flexibility of being accessible 
wherever work or life takes you. It helps to improve out-of-

office productivity allowing staff to better utilise their work 
hours, reduce commuting time and cost, while simultaneously 
increasing staff satisfaction.

Less geographic constraints
Staff can be located where and when they are needed, or indeed 
prefer to work, while maintaining their sense of team belonging 
using unified communications to prevent feelings of isolation.

Continuity of operations
A dispersed workforce using foundational unified 
communications elements such as online collaboration and file 
sharing can keep staff productive in times of unplanned events 
and emergencies.

Reduced operating costs
Reduced staff attrition and a broader pool from which to recruit 
can save significant cost, as can the requirement for less office 
real estate, facilities and staff travel.

Environmental sustainability
Less travel for staff meetings and fewer commuters on the road 
can assist organisations reach their environmental objectives.
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To enhance the mobility of your workforce, call the 
Optus Business hotline 1800 555 937 or contact  
your Optus Account Manager.
Join the conversation
Web - optus.com.au/business
Twitter - @optusbusiness
Blog - http://yesopt.us/blog

Get Started Today.


